of chapter two, covering the interactions in time and space that have produced the species richness observed in marine ecosystems in different geographical regions. As such, the first two chapters of the book lay the foundation upon which the construction can be built storey for storey. The ground floor houses primary production and chemosynthesis, and then come the primary consumers-marine herbivores and detritivores-which, in turn, are followed by the predators, parasites and pathogens. Chapter six is devoted to a discussion of competition and succession, and chapter seven gives a presentation of the patterns of development of marine organisms, concentrating on dispersal and settlement. The final three chapters cover more controversial and applied aspects of marine biology and ecology; marine and estuarine fisheries, human threats to marine ecosystems and marine conservation. Some readers may feel that the omission of an in-depth discussion of the potential importance of the 'microbial loop' in energy flow within marine ecosystems is a major shortcoming in a modern textbook covering marine ecology; the term does not even appear in the index.
Moving on to consider technical presentation: The text has a quite good structure and is fairly easy to read. There are a few typographical errors, but these are not excessive. To give a couple of examples, I noted lava for larva on page 130 and conversation for conservation on page 203. Unfortunately, the presentation of the tables and figures is not of the same standard as the text. The layout of many of the tables is not ideal, and the use of a peculiar background colour scheme is a distraction. Many of the figures are good, but some are over-cluttered, others are more ornamental than illustrative, and a few contain mistakes. In addition, some table headings and figure legends are not as informative as they could be, and a few are either misleading or inconsistent with, for example incorrect information about symbols and colour codes. For example, does Figure 2 .5 show species diversity, as indicated on the Y-axis of the graph, or the diversification of families, as stated in the figure legend? A couple of additional examples can be given. First, when introducing marine photosynthetic organisms on page 49, the authors refer to a non-existent figure ( Figure 2.21b) ; readers with Sherlock Holmes instincts may come to the conclusion that it is probably Figure 1. 22b that is meant. Secondly, in the discussion of mangroves on page 51, readers are directed to Figure 9 .42 to see the conversion of mangrove forests to aquaculture ponds, but the figure is a map that gives an overview of worldwide coral bleaching; again by carrying out a bit of detective work readers can find the correct figure-Figure 9 .33. These, and other minor glitches, detract somewhat from the overall impression of the book.
To summarise: this is a well organised, easily read text that provides a useful introduction to marine ecology for senior undergraduate students. It does have a few shortcomings, but teachers looking for an up-to-date text with a modern approach should, nevertheless, look at this book to see whether it meets their particular course needs.
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